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The opinions expressed in this report do not represent the opinions or
policies of Citizenship and Immigration Canada or Human Resources Development

Canada.

Citizenship and Immigration Canada (CIC)
Focus Group: March 7, 2002

1. Background/Context:

Citizenship and Immigration Canada (CIC) and Human Resources Development
Canada (HRDC) recognize that newcomer internationally educated Engineers
face challenges in gaining Canadian engineering work experience.  CIC hired
Evolution Group Inc., a management-consulting firm, to organize and facilitate
a focus group meeting with newcomer internationally educated Engineers
to identify and discuss some of those issues and challenges and potential
solutions.  This information will assist CIC and HRDC to develop appropriate
settlement program activities to address these issues.

The Professional Engineering of Ontario (PEO), a provincial licensing board, was
responsible for identifying potential participants for the focus group.  In addition to
ensuring that the group was made up of those working and not working as
Professional Engineers in Canada, CIC specified that the participants must also
be:

• Newcomer internationally educated Engineers
• P.Eng licensed or
• In the process of obtaining PEng license

 PEO contacted identified potential participants, contacted them by phone and
forwarded a follow-up confirmation letter to 20 participants.

The focus group meeting was held on March 7, 2002 from 6:30 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
at the Toronto Colony Hotel, St. David’s Room, 89 Chestnut Street.  Eighteen
(18) professional engineers attended the focus group session.  Guests included
representatives from CIC, HRDC, PEO and the Ontario Society of Professional
Engineers (OSPE).
.
Angela Hoyt and Lisa Hoekstra from Evolution Group facilitated the session.  The
role of the facilitator included:

• Ensuring that there were opportunities for all participants to participate
• Keeping participants on track with questions
• Ensuring that comments were recorded

The participants were separated in two groups: Group A was made up of
participants currently working as engineers or “engineers in training” with their
PEng. or in the process of obtaining their PEng.; Group B was made up of
participants without their P.Eng and not working as engineers or “engineers in
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training”. The focus group participants received a $50.00 honorarium upon
completion of the session.

2. Summary of Findings:

The feedback received from Group A and Group B was fairly consistent.
Appendix 3 contains the specific questions and responses from each group.

2.1. Challenges faced in accessing an engineering job in Canada

Difficulty in accessing suitable jobs:

Participants indicated that they did not have the network to access the job market
in Canada.  Professional Engineering positions are typically not advertised and
recruiting agencies become a barrier to talking directly with employers.
Participants find it difficult to determine which employers are hiring engineers and
which employers would be a “good fit” for the participant.

Many participants indicated that work placements would greatly assist them to
access the labour market however, Canadian engineering companies are not
open to having volunteers.  Employers tend to go to Canadian universities for co-
op students.

Lack of credibility in the Canadian labour market:

Participants indicated that their skills and experiences are under-estimated in
Canada.  Employers are looking for Canadian education, experience and local
references and are unaware of the credentials of foreign universities

Employers make assumptions regarding foreign trained professionals. For
example, when employers receive resumes from applicants with long, difficult to
pronounce names they may assume that a third party created the resume and/or
they assume that the applicant is not able to speak English.

Employer and PEO Requirements:

Many employers require twelve months of Canadian work experience. PEO also
requires this for PEng licensure. This is a “Catch 22” situation as it is difficult to
get a job without Canadian work experience.
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2.2      What assisted you to secure an engineering position?(Group A only)

Participants indicated that flexibility and resourcefulness were required to secure
employment in Canada. Approaching the employer directly to determine needs
was most effective. A sound knowledge of the Canadian labour market also
assisted participants to determine the fields experiencing growth.

Related Canadian Work Experience:

Participants indicated that the one-year of Canadian work experience was key to
eventually working as an engineer.  This meant lowering their expectations and
working in related employment (i.e. construction, draftsperson) to prove their
worth to employers.  One participant moved from one job to the next gaining
additional responsibilities and experience with each position.  Taking initiative
and asking for more duties tended to make participants successful in their work.

Some participants attended a 4-month co-op program for foreign professionals.
This was an excellent way to gain experience and to demonstrate their skills and
experience. Many indicated that they were willing to volunteer with companies
and/or government to gain Canadian experience.

Career Related Training:

Participants indicated Canadian training, related to their field of study, was
helpful (e.g. Auto Cad) although these courses tend to be very expensive and are
often not what employers require.  It was also important to become familiar with
Canadian Standards (Auto Cad and design, knowing engineering codes and
blueprints).

Job Search Information/Support:

Services such as the Canadian Embassy, HRDC, the YMCA and local libraries
were helpful. Some participants attended job search courses. These courses
assisted them to write resumes and cover letters, and to learn interview and
presentation skills. The course facilitators were helpful during the job search
process.

Other:

Other important factors for success included strong English communication skills,
suitable fit between the employer and employee, evaluation by University of
Toronto, and programs that encouraged employers to take on foreign trained
engineers.
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2.3 Information/Support that Would Assist Foreign Engineers to Secure
Related Employment

Access to Job Search Information/Support:

Many participants were unaware of the programs that could have assisted them
in the job search process. Newcomers need to be familiar with the programs that
are available to them (HRDC, CIC, OPSE, PEO) and how to access them.  It
would be useful to have access to this information at the first interview.

Effective job search courses which include resume writing, cover letters,
interviewing and presentation skills are beneficial. These programs need to be
related to the professional engineering field and be run by facilitators that have
knowledge of the Canadian engineering labour market.

English as a Second Language (ESL) courses would benefit in learning and
corresponding in the English language. An evaluation of participant skills and
experiences in relation to the Canadian labour market would also be helpful.

Access to up-to-dated directories, which indicate engineering firms and their
specialties, would assist during the job search process.  PEO could collect and
keep information relevant to professional engineers.

In addition, job fairs specifically geared to foreign-trained engineers would assist
in the job search process.

Access to Labour Market:

The participants want a program that would help them prepare for working
effectively in the Canadian environment.   Provide access to a well-planned co-
op placement program designed specifically for foreign trained professionals in
the engineering. This program should consist of every field of engineering
including structural, civil, aerospace, etc. These could be paid or volunteer
positions in the government and/or engineering companies for a one-year period.
Financial support could be available to employers. Placements must be closely
monitored to ensure they are beneficial to participants and employers.

Access to Career Related Training:

These courses would assist foreign trained engineers in meeting the needs of
Canadian employers.  Courses could include:  AutoCAD, Micro station, ESL
classes, and Canadian standards for engineering including building codes.  PEO
and/or Canadian universities should approve courses developed. Government
loans to assist with costs of attending courses to obtain PEng would be
beneficial.
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Access to Mentoring Support:

Participants on a co-op placement could be matched with a department head
and/or a foreign trained professional engineer.

2.4   Overall Feedback on Concept:

The facilitators outlined the “concept” as program that consisted of 6 weeks of in
class training (communication and job readiness) and a 26-week work placement
with follow-up communication training.

Strengths:

Overall, the two groups had a positive reaction to the concept. They were
encouraged that government programs, professional boards and companies
would come together to develop and deliver this program to foreign trained
engineers.  They indicated that communication skills development is important
and vital to ensure success on a placement.

Concerns:

There is concern about securing a placement and an engineering position once
the placement is over.  A “good fit” between the participant and the company will
be crucial for success.

Participants are looking for paid employment and the salaries employers are
willing to offer during the placement needs to be considered.

Suggestions:

The participants made the following general suggestions regarding the concept:

• Market the program to businesses and create an awareness of the
benefits of this program.  Employer buy-in is crucial to the success of this
program.

• Determine the labour market demand for engineers and target the
program specifically to engineers in those disciplines.

• Include information on the current labour market in Canada, how to
conduct company research effectively, and Canadian standards, legal
rights etc. during the in-class portion.

• Advocate on the participants behalf to employers.
• Provide a mentoring component to match engineers of similar

backgrounds for support and guidance.
• Provide consistent support e.g. in-class instructor should be connected to

the work placement employers.
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• Have an employer panel and/or a panel of newcomer internationally-
educated Engineers to discuss their expectations and what companies
look for in candidates.

• Encourage employers to hire participants once the work placement is
complete.

• Recognize the work placement towards PEng. license.

3. Summary

During the focus group, participants identified the following factors that prevent
foreign trained professional engineers from securing employment in Canada:

• Difficulty in accessing suitable jobs
• Lack of credibility in the Canadian labour market
• Employer and PEO requirements

The participants also identified the information/support that assisted them (or
would assist them) to bridge these gaps:

• Access to Canadian work experience
• Access to career related training
• Access to job search information and support
• Mentoring support.

Participants were very positive about the “concept” that was presented to them
as it addressed their areas of need.  They identified areas to consider to assist in
the effective implementation of the program.  They especially liked the fact that
government, industry and associations were working together to ensure that this
program is successful.
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• Appendix 1: Letter from PEO to Focus Group Participants

February 27, 2002

«Title» «FirstName» «LastName»
«Address1»
«Address2»
«City» «State»  «PostalCode»

Dear «Title» «LastName»:

Thank you for agreeing to be a participant in the Focus Group Meeting being planned by Citizenship and
Immigration Canada, with assistance from Professional Engineers Ontario (PEO).

Citizenship and Immigration Canada (CIC) and Human Resources Development Canada (HRDC)
recognize the challenges newcomer internationally-educated Engineers face in gaining Canadian
engineering work experience.  The goal of the meeting would be to identify and discuss some of those
issues and challenges and potential solutions.

The meeting is scheduled for:

Date: March 7, 2002
Place: Toronto Colony Hotel, St. David’s Room

 89 Chestnut Street
Time:  6:30 P.M

Hotels sometimes change meeting rooms so on arrival, please check the bulletin board in the main lobby or
ask at the front desk to confirm the meeting room.

Refreshments will be served at 6:00 P.M.  All attendees will receive a $50.00 honorarium.

For more information you may contact Angela Hoyt, Evolution Group, (416) 690-9007,
Ext. 229, Email:  angela.hoyt@thecoachco.com.  You may also contact me at the number or email address
listed below.

Yours truly,

Margaret Walcott
Administrative Assistant, EI Program
Professional Engineers Ontario
Tel.:  (416) 224-9528  Ext. 465
Fax:  (416) 224-8168
Email:  mwalcott@peo.on.ca

25 Sheppard Avenue West
Suite 1000
North York, Ontario
M2N 6S9
Tel: 416 224-1100
Fax 416 224-8168
http://www.peo.on.ca
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Appendix 2: Focus Group Participants

The Professional Engineers of Ontario (PEO) invited 20 newcomer
internationally-educated Engineers to the session,18 attended. An informal “show
of hands” of the participants indicated*:

• 9 had their PEng. License and were working in their profession
• 4 had their PEng. License but were not working in their profession
• 4 needed work experience to obtain PEng. License
• 7 were “engineers in training”

The participants were foreign-trained engineers in the following engineering
professions:

• 5 in Civil
• 5 in Structural
• 2 in Aerospace
• 6 in Mechanical
• 2 in Electrical

* Answers did not equal the number of participants
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Appendix 3: Focus Group Summaries

GROUP A: Employed Newcomer internationally-educated Engineers

1. What Challenges did you face in accessing a job in your field in
Canada?

• Jobs weren’t advertised
• Didn’t have the network to access jobs
• Didn’t have direct contact with employers as I worked with an agency
• Jobs were in the middle of nowhere
• Employers asked how much Canadian work experience I had – they

wanted Canadian experience
• Never had a professional job as I came post-doctorate
• Lack of Canadian experience
• It was assumed I wasn’t qualified to work because I wasn’t educated in

Canada
• Employers don’t know about foreign universities
• Lack of qualification and work experience recognition (PEO as well)
• Needed experience for jobs
• Skills and experience under-estimated
• Lack of local references and recommendations
• Employers assumed that because I had a long unpronounceable last

name they assumed someone else did my resume and that I didn’t speak
English

• Communication skills were assumed
• New people are given less time to adjust – not compensated. Employers

took advantage of immigrant status.
• Poor facilities – 6 years ago
• Got discouraged
• Different standards for foreign trained vs. Canadian trained professionals

e.g. employers give tests and probation period to foreign trained but not
Canadian trained

• 1 requirement – 1 year experience – catch 22

2. What assisted you?

• Canadian embassy helped
• Studied Canadian market before I came to Canada
• Got a job offer outside Canada
• University of Toronto gave me a network to access jobs
• Worked on how to present experience and education
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• Developed introduction package – presentation skills
• Went right to the employer
• Took draftsperson job first
• Moved from one job to another and asked for more responsibilities
• Took an Auto Cad course upon employer recommendation
• Completed co-op for foreign professionals (4 month program). Good way

to get experience but not many employers take co-op. Company can see
how you perform

• Government program – worked for free
• Went through newspaper – aerospace
• Was familiar with Canadian Standards: Auto Cad and design, engineering

code, blueprints etc. (Canadian courses are very expensive)
• Accepted a position related to engineering job (sales, commission)
• Proved myself on the job
• Offered services free for 3 months
• Went to construction company to secure any work related to field
• Went right to the head office of the company
• Worked contract jobs
• An employer networked for me
• YMCA helps people get a job – they found a job for me
• Book in library – listed companies by field
• Government employment office – great help
• Flexible, resourcefulness and knowledge of what is out there

3. What would have helped?

• Co-op program – well thought out
• If HRDC helped and guided to find programs (provided at interview)
• Expectations managed prior to coming to Canada: should know that there

will be a lean time once you arrive in Canada
• Too know how to find a job in Canada, finding work at home is easier
• Job Search courses.  3 participants attended them and found them to be

very helpful (learned a lot: resume, presentation skills, cover letters)
• Employers encouraged to take foreign trained engineers
• Get qualifications evaluated by the University of Toronto
• Ensure that once co-op position ends, employer hires
• Find opportunities to prove performance. Once employer knows the

candidate, they will see the value
• A program where employers are encouraged to hire foreign trained

professionals
• Professional co-op programs
• Job search support to find a job in a related field
• Dependent on connection with related companies to the profession
• Find companies where you would like to work
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• Connect to a network that had similar issues finding a job
• Link to services available. Advertise services more
• Need updated resources to find companies
• Need connections
• Services need to be consistent. Employment Canada was helpful and

sometimes not
• PEO to keep updated information
• To know about PEO
• Sometimes license works against us

4. General Feedback on “The Concept”: The facilitator outlined the “concept”
as a program that consisted of 6 week in class training (communication and
job readiness) and a 26 week work placement with follow-up communication
training. Overall, the participants indicated that this concept “would be
excellent” and suggested the following:

• Program needs to involve government, professionals associations and
companies

• Communication training needs to focus on business presentations, e-
mails, business letters, and how to prepare for meetings

• Have PEO networking meetings open to non-members (anyone)
• Need basic introduction of industry standards in Canada
• Need to know “what areas engineers are required?” Find out need for

professionals in certain areas
• Companies need to be encouraged to take on participants and to pay

them
• Need to involve people (foreign trained who are working)
• Mentoring program: match engineers of similar backgrounds (foreign

trained)
• Job fairs – get companies together and announce it
• One of the final courses offered for licensure outlines employee rights,

interview protocol (what employers can and can’t ask), Canadian laws,
legal questions. Participants indicated that this would be helpful at the
beginning of the process rather than at the end

• OSPE?  Who are they?  What is their power?
• Salaries employers paying in this program need to be considered as

employers typically underestimate foreign trained education and
experience.
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GROUP B: Unemployed Newcomer internationally-educated Engineers

1. What challenges did you face in accessing a job in your field in
Canada?

• Job postings are asking for 12 months of experience
• Employers are looking for Canadian experience
• Require license, before you get license you need 12 months training in

Canada
• There are detailed expectations i.e. the type of experience that is required

to get PEng. (before accepted as PEng)
• Need clearer guidelines
• Employers have different intentions
• Cost of paying for PEng and non PEng
• Getting to know who is hiring Structural engineering – being PEng is a

must – important for safety reasons
• Even after a placement, still requireed more time, 1-2 years experience
• Getting the right match for employer needs
• Companies not open to volunteer opportunities (maybe PEO could get

involved)
• Employers are going to universities for co-op students
• PEO focused on Canadians, for recent Canadian graduates
• Obstacles between employer and individual

2. What kind of information/support would assist you to get a job?

• Have volunteer opportunities available – in government and employers
• Assistance to find a placement
• Government to help foreign trained engineers to create programs

especially in big companies to get engineering experience
• Support companies – supported by government
• Follow-up, financial support
• Loans for foreign trained professionals to pay company to get the

Canadian work experience.
• Mentoring program, match with a department head
• Canadian work experience
• Infrastructure needs to be looked into
• Clear program from government focused on foreign trained Engineers and

provides at least one year experience
• Have programs for every field of engineering:  structural, civil, aerospace,

etc.
• Match with skill set that you already have
• Body to support foreign trained engineers under the umbrella of PEO –

work together (OSPE, CCPE)
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• Preliminary evaluation of university degree (Only for immigration process,
$175.00 cost to individual)

• Auto Cad
• ESL for learning English language
• Microstation – replacing Auto Cad – not available in Europe
• Training increased
• Find out what is required to become PEngs in Canada
• Courses for Canadian standards, building codes (participants don’t

recommend private courses – too expensive and may not be what
employers are looking for)

• Course must be from PEO, acknowledged by PEO or Canadian
universities.

• Government should follow-up with foreign trained engineers in 1 year,
2year, 3years to see what they are doing, to see if they are working in their
profession.  What are they doing in the field?

3. General Feedback on “The Concept”: The facilitator outlined the “concept”
as a program that consisted of 6 week in class training (communication and
job readiness) and a 26-week work placement with follow-up communication
training.

• This program idea is the only way to go
• Very helpful
• Better than what exists now
• Like paid employment
• Concerned about having a job after placement
• Want a good fit with company
• Connection from program to employers needs to be there
• Keeping in mind the different structures of engineering in the course
• Need an advocate from the program to approach employers
• Implementing a project during the time with employers
• Company running program must know industry, learn environment, and do

company research (hard to find out what kind of engineering company it is.
• Need Canadian experience and standards
• Program should be targeted specifically to engineers (this was very

important to these focus group members)
• Peel & Yorkdale have similar programs for all positions (HRDC funded)
• Need to be directed by OSPE and PEO
• Need credentials
• Must be a recognized program (also a strong point from focus group

members)
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4. Additional Comments:

• Have meetings more often with PEO like this one
• Focus groups are important
• Information gathering
• Members directory (PEO) for networking purposes:  Segregated according

to field i.e..mechanical, electrical etc. – have it on c.d and website – be
able to do a search to find according to specific field

• Procedure to get licence is too long
• Have to wait a year for license
• One participant had his information misplaced during this time
• Job fairs for engineers
• How many are actually working in their field?  Statistics – send them to

immigration (ongoing)
• More information available to people prior to coming to Canada
• Need 12 months in Canada to work as PEng
• Research involved on applicants’ part
• Embassy – not able to give out information
• Add more details – PEO
• Specific to province, steps required to prepare for exams
• Have been informed of what’s involved, people don’t know until they get to

Canada
• Where is this focus group going to lead? What are the goals for this

information?
• Would like a follow-up session

The opinions expressed in this report do not represent the opinions or
policies of Citizenship and Immigration Canada or Human Resources Development

Canada.


